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Motivation

Repetitive process control methods available in 2011 were
based mainly on one out of the following techniques:
multiresonant (multi-oscillatory) internal models or basic
integral iterative learning controller (ILC) schemes.

Both groups suffer from a lack of effective, straightforward
and relatively universal tuning methods, as well as from a
relatively challenging design of stabilizing filters.
In engineering practice these controllers, including the
necessary filters, are often tuned by guessing and
checking.
Largely ineffective implementation efforts within the
applicant’s team to develop industrial-grade CACF VSI with
an LC output filter and classic ILC law have demonstrated
serious weaknesses of that approach.
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Scientific goal

Novel iterative learning controllers in which the
phenomenon of instability due to overfitting is eliminated
already at the stage of the learning rule concept
development, i.e. without the need for later robustification
using low-pass filtering – a filtering for which there is still
no certainty of stabilization for any repetitive disturbance in
the infinite time horizon.
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Repetitive neurocontroller

Despite some quite successful applications of
online-trained neurocontrollers to non-repetitive control in
power electronics and drives, a clear lack of research on
potential applications of similar algorithms to repetitive
control can be observed.

The solution developed by the applicant does not require
forgetting or any other means of filtering to robustify the
system (as necessary in the classic ILC with a local update
rule). The proposed solution employs a global update rule
and reformulates a repetitive control task to pose a
dynamic optimization problem. The controller solves the
optimization problem of shaping the control signal on the
fly over the entire pass using a gradient-based training
algorithm for the FFNN.
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Repetitive neurocontroller (cont.)
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Repetitive neurocontroller (cont.)
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The novelty of the concept

! Repetitive process control as a dynamic optimization
problem.

! The global update rule based on a neural network
training algorithm of a gradient-based type.

! The invention of an iterative learning neurocontroller
equipped with repetitive disturbance feedforward path.
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Direct particle swarm repetitive controller

The developed direct particle swarm repetitive control
algorithm is a fully original concept and to the best of the
applicant’s knowledge no similar solutions had been
reported in the topical literature.

The starting point was to note that a plant subject to a
repetitive process can serve as a critic for a
population-based evolutionary optimizer, since such a
plant enables to calculate the fitness of each individual in
similar conditions, which is essential for the effective
evolution of the population (here called swarm).
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Direct particle swarm repetitive controller (cont.)
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Optimality vs. robustness

! Optimality does not imply robustness!
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Direct particle swarm repetitive controller (cont.)
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Direct particle swarm repetitive controller (cont.)
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Direct particle swarm repetitive controller (cont.)
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The novelty of the concept

! The invention of a direct particle swarm repetitive
controller – a global iterative learning rule based on
particle swarm movements of a gradient-free/stochastic
type.

! The developement of suitable time distributed swarm
calculations and the real-world demonstration on an
off-the-shelf digital signal controller (TI TMS320F2812).

! It is important in so far as the possibility to use a
stochastic population-based optimizer in conjunction with
a global user-defined cost function spanned over the entire
pass and a real plant as the critic for real-time on-the-fly
control signal shaping in a physical repetitive control
system has not been previously demonstrated.
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Other concepts related to control in repetitive systems using
DOP-capable PSO

Adaptive optimal control for repetitive processes (MATLAB
Central):

Adaptive speed control in the PMSM drive for a
non-stationary repetitive process using PSO (MATLAB
Central, accepted for CPE-POWERENG 2016).

Gradient-free parameter identification and tracking in
repetitive processes (MATLAB Central):

Induction motor parameter estimation and tracking (MATLAB
Central).

Particle swarm based repetitive spline compensator
(MATLAB Central, submitted to Przegląd Elektrotech.).
Hybrid repetitive controller using a stochastic
evolutionary search and a deterministic iterative
learning law (accepted for MMAR 2016).
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Adaptive optimal for repetitive processes
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Gradient-free parameter identification and tracking in repetitive
processes
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The takeaways

The complete summary of DOP-based repetitive controllers is available at

m www.ufnalski.edu.pl/habilitacja

All key models/codes are published at

m www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/profile
/authors/2128309-bartlomiej-ufnalski (it is enough to google
for ufnalski matlab or follow the link on www.ufnalski.edu.pl).
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MATLABCentral
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Comments? Questions?
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